
ABOUT WELANA

Welana is a social enterprise that distributes handmade, high quality
scarves, hammam towels and blankets from exceptional weavers in
Ethiopia

Our goal is to empower local communities in Ethiopia. We do this by providing a
global platform for handmade scarves, towels and blankets that brings the
country's beautiful weaving culture to the world. Welana products are made using
traditional weaving techniques and incorporate patterns that are typical of
Ethiopian culture. The weavers in Ethiopia produce the fabrics locally under
fair conditions. The materials are made of pure Ethiopian cotton or a
cotton-eri-silk blend.

At Welana, we strive for a holistic business approach. Together with our
Ethiopian partners, we strengthen local communities through sustainable income
development and by giving them global visibility for their crafts. We want our
products to stay in a cycle and support this through a responsible and ethical
production process and environmentally friendly approach to reusing and
recycling our textiles.

We strive to offer timeless, high-quality products that people will want to keep
for a lifetime. We are committed to the concept of slow fashion - not succumbing
to short-term trends where clothes need to be replaced after a few weeks of
wear. Welana products are made with great care and love for the weaving craft.
They are here to stay and should be associated with your fondest memories. They
are a symbol of comfort, of belonging, appreciation and purity.

Anna Papadopoulos and Welella Negussie are the founders and
directors of Welana

From the beginning, we were very clear about our mission and the values we want
to live and promote. We want Welana to stand for joy, conscious consumption and
appreciation. We also want to prove that doing good and making profits are not
mutually exclusive; we support the fair and dignified treatment of employees - no
matter what part of the world they come from. Welana's foundation was helped by
Anna's professional and academic background in business, innovation and
entrepreneurship, and Welella's background in international development and
humanitarian affairs.

Welella is a native of Berlin with Ethiopian roots. She studied arts and culture
in Maastricht and earned her Master of Science in Development Studies in London
from the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) in 2011. After graduation,
she moved to Ethiopia to gain experience in the field of humanitarian aid,
migration and international development. From 2012 to 2015, she worked for the
United Nations in Addis Ababa. Since 2016, she has worked for the International
Organization for Migration (IOM) in Germany. She advocates for social justice, is
passionate about entrepreneurship, and enjoys learning about new places and
people through travel. Her greatest joy since founding Welana remains
experiencing the amazing support from family, friends, and Welana lovers from
around the around the world who share her passion for Ethiopian handicrafts.

Anna, a Berliner since the age of 5 with Greek roots, has always been interested
in the importance of business for social change. She earned her Bachelor of Arts
in Business Administration in Berlin and her Master of Social Science in
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Organisational Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Copenhagen Business School.
Since 2018, she has been managing partner of the European unit of Mandalah, a
conscious innovation consultancy that helps organizations of all kinds become
more people-centered and environmentally friendly in all their business
activities. She has three young children, Jasper, Nele and Ella, and is
passionate about helping societies become more considerate of their ecosystems.
Through Welana and her other entrepreneurial endeavors, she has realized that the
potential and opportunities to promote a more equitable world are limitless. She
believes that we, as individuals, must live within our means the responsibility
to be a driver of the change we desire.

Why was Welana founded?

The idea to found Welana came about in 2015 after spending some time in
Ethiopia ourselves. We were looking for innovative approaches that could
address the challenges faced by the local population. We care about a holistic
and long-term approach that not only improves the lives of individual
Ethiopians, but also has a positive impact on the community. The beauty of
Ethiopia is unmistakable and the country is known for its rich history, diverse
traditions and delicious cuisine. Ethiopia is also home to an incredible
culture that produces woven textiles made of cotton and silk. We want to
combine these qualities and transport them to Europe and other parts of the
world - by importing handmade textiles that are produced locally, under fair
conditions and with great appreciation for the weavers and producers.

Our partners in Ethiopia

We have selected our local partners Sabahar and Maraki based on their fair
production. This includes humane treatment of employees, fair wages, provision of
health insurance, general community support and the use of natural fabrics for
our products.

Sabahar is an Ethiopian fair trade company that produces exquisite handmade
cotton and silk textiles by combining traditional, centuries-old weaving
knowledge with modern, fresh design. The organization is guided by three core
values: Sustainability, Innovation and Caring for One Another. Sabahar is a
member of the World Fair Trade Organization. For more information, visit
www.sabahar.com.

Since its founding in 2006, Maraki has given local artisans the opportunity to
position high quality Ethiopian handmade textiles in international markets. They
are proud of the Ethiopian culture and want to show the beauty and flexibility of
Ethiopian handicrafts.
handicrafts. Maraki's production is ethically conscious. They create jobs while
ensuring fair pay for labor. Maraki works in close partnership with the
Association of Former Women Firewood Carriers. Learn more at www.maraki.io.

The production of Welana textiles
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Welana products are made with full dedication and care by local artisans,
respecting the tradition and culture of Ethiopia. The production starts with
carefully selected materials, namely cotton and Eri silk, from their own country.
Due to the fact that the products are handmade and the entire production process
involves intensive and delicate craftsmanship - from spinning the yarn to dyeing
the fabrics - it is important to mention that each Welana product is unique in
itself.

The production process for Welana textiles can be divided into four main steps,
namely spinning, dyeing, weaving and finishing.

Our Reuse & Recycle Program

It has become apparent that the linear economic model of taking resources out of
the ground to make a product and then eventually throwing it away is no longer
sustainable. We need to move to an approach where we regenerate natural systems,
avoid waste and pollution, and keep our products and materials in use. This means
keeping things in a circular system, paving the way to a general circular
economy.

With our Reuse & Recycle program, we want to ensure that our products can be
reused by others (reuse) or, if necessary, reused in another form (recycle).
Together with our Berlin upcycling partners schmidttakahashi
(www.schmidttakahashi.com), who upcycle old materials, we ensure that old Welana
products are turned into something completely different for someone new to enjoy.
With this approach, we aim not to waste valuable resources, but to develop a
continuous cycle that is designed for the long term.

Testimonials
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Elena Burgheim: "A Welana scarf is the perfect companion for all situations. It's
suitable for the office, going out and keeps you warm in winter."

Hedda Lokken: "Welana products are perfect examples of how social
entrepreneurship and high quality go hand in hand. I'm a happy owner of several
Welana scarves myself and have also used various occasions to give Welana
products to friends and family."

Keri Shahidi: "We support Welana because Welana invests in communities. Wearing a
piece of global art whose quality is unmatched by any scarf my family has worn
before allows us to pass on the importance of global community."

Selected Publications

Forbes, 2021: https://bit.ly/3yLUG7G

Berliner Morgenpost, 2021 (in German): https://bit.ly/3texDS2

Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin, 2020(in German): https://bit.ly/3h58Vyy

Upward Magazine, 2016: https://bit.ly/3BHYSHx

Fempreneur, 2016 (in German): https://bit.ly/2WO5Pbr

Additional Facts

Shop: www.welana.com

Gründungsjahr: 2015

Firmensitz: Berlin, Deutschland

Social Media Kanäle: Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, LinkedIn

Photocredit: Aris Fotografie

Kontakt: Welella Negussie, welella@welana.com, +49 152 27250895
Anna Papadopoulos, anna@welana.com, +49 163 3343279
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